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The term black capitalism became a popular concept in the 

late 1960s with the presidency of Richard m. Nixon. While 
it was basically black business ownership, it had a more powerful political 
meaning expressed by Stokely Carmichael (head of the Student Non-
Violent Coordinating Committee) in 1966: “[Black capitalism] constituted 
a movement by blacks to gain control over the business development 
of their own communities.”1 in addition, it had a much longer history 
dating back to slavery and africa. Reviewing the literature in chronological 
order showed progression from the unrest of the 1960s to more recent 
reevaluation of black business problems, patterns of racism, and the still 
tattered reputation of President Nixon. early authors combined sociological 
and economic analysis in a contemporary perspective more often than 
they addressed black capitalism as a historical subject, with radical or 
conciliatory outlooks about the american system intruding somewhat 
into their writings. Historical scholarship on black capitalism has changed 
in the past fifteen years to a synthesis of historical analysis with statistics, 
economics, and sociology and less focus on remedies for the ills of the day.

initially, writers were more radical in their perspective, looking at 
the many problems of the american system without much hope for the 
future. The two books reviewed from the 1960s and 1970s were still in 
the turbulence of the period (and slightly dated) but provided a valuable 
starting point for this historiography. in 1969 Theodore l. Cross looked 
at the recent ghetto disturbances and the futility of anti-poverty money 

1.  Juliet e. K. Walker, The History of Black Business in America: Capitalism, Race, Entrepreneurship 
(New york: macmillan library Reference, 1998), 271.
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without an increase in owner business skills, increased credit, and start-up 
capital. flournoy a. Coles Jr. looked at pervasive, systemic problems in 
1975 and wondered about the possibility of black economic development 
in an atmosphere of racism and economic hardship. Both writers focused 
on economic history and compared the needs of american ghettos to 
similar conditions in developing countries. 

Theodore l. Cross examined growing ghettos of impoverished 
blacks in his 1969 book Black Capitalism: Strategy for Business in the 
Ghetto. He was an author, investor, and entrepreneur who specialized in 
banking law and legal education for bankers and became well known for his 
writings on civil rights.2 He started his analysis with the statement:

one million blacks live in the New york City ghettos of South 
Bronx, Harlem, and Bedford-Stuyvesant, yet those slums 
are presently operating only twelve registered Negro-owned 
businesses hiring ten or more people. The most deprived and 
undeveloped economies of latin america have greater elements of 
entrepreneurial affluence.3 

acknowledging probable opposition, his basic assumption was that “the 
skills and benefits of entrepreneurship must be transferred to the residents 
of the black slums.”4 Just pumping money from the Small Business 
administration and equal-opportunity loan programs did little to improve 
ghetto business. Cross was specific in his critique: “[The aspiring ghetto 
businessman] cannot use the wealth-building techniques of leverage and 
financing unless his business is temporarily shielded by reliable markets for 
his production or services, and by managerial skills possessed exclusively 
and abundantly by the white economy.”5 He proposed white assistance to 
black owners in production and marketing, with a temporary use of credit 
and skills.

Cross also examined how the 1960s riots focused business analysis 

2.  New york times, obituary, “Theodore Cross Dies at 86, a Champion of Civil Rights,” 
  http://www.nytimes.com/2010/03/04/business/04cross.html (accessed april 20, 2012.

3.  Theodore l. Cross, Black Capitalism: Strategy for Business in the Ghetto (New york: atheneum, 
1969), viii.

4.  Cross, ix-x.

5.  ibid.
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on the ghettos, often by withdrawing fire insurance and financial capital 
from the ghettos in a further destructive cycle. Business programs focused 
on avoiding property damage, keeping young people busy and off the 
streets, and providing blacks with temporary jobs. tougher jobs would 
have been rebuild the areas, develop black skills, train unemployed people, 
and place them in long-term, career-oriented jobs. Cross argued that anti-
poverty money was wasted, and preferred a program of building power and 
skills for black entrepreneurs. He was a white civil rights activist who wrote 
from an economic point of view and recommended credit revisions, capital 
start-up funds, and management/business training to core areas needing 
rebuilding.6 While avoiding a historical perspective, he provided an accurate 
description of both black capitalism and early government assistance in the 
same decade that these became important political topics.

Seeing the black community as needing the same type of assistance 
and economic stimulation as an underdeveloped country, flournoy a. 
Coles Jr. examined the cause and effect of lagging black economic progress 
in his 1975 book Black economic Development. Coles wrote from the 
perspective of economics and management and later expanded his work 
to international management, including black economic conditions in 
africa; Vanderbilt University now honors his name with a yearly award in 
his memory given for outstanding performance in the mBa program of 
international management.7 While giving a good summary of conditions 
thirty-five years ago, he had many of the same comments as more modern 
authors, with an excellent analysis of what he called “the pervasive color-
caste system of the United States.”8 This system had three major effects: (1) 
a proscribed black enclave reinforced by the legal system and inferior to the 
greater society; (2) almost total isolation of this enclave and its economy, 
insulating it from larger economic life; and (3) maximum contributions 
from this enclave to the well being of the larger society’s affluence, without 
receiving reciprocal benefits.9 While black businesses faced the common 
problems of “inadequate experience and general incompetence,” they also 

6.  Cross, 205-07.

7.  Vanderbilt University owen Graduate School of management, “Commencement 2010,” http://
www.owen.vanderbilt.edu/vanderbilt/newsroom/pressreleases/detail.cfm?customel_datapage-
id_42488=43896 (accessed april 20, 2012)

8.  flournoy a. Coles Jr., Black Economic Development (Chicago: Nelson Hall, 1975), 11.

9.  Coles, 11.
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faced specific problems: a largely black clientele, racial antipathies and 
socioeconomic conflicts, lack of a business tradition and success symbols, 
weak black ethnic institutions except for black churches, and white racism 
in the form of segregation of the black ghetto from white society.10

Coles wondered whether black economic development was possible 
within the existing economic system of the United States. He examined a 
number of factors: (1) the nature of capitalism as a profit-seeking venture, 
often penalizing blacks for marginal revenue; (2) movement of blacks 
into corporate america, though out-sourcing programs and franchising 
opportunities; (3) the small and non-competitive size of most black 
businesses; and (4) upward black mobility perceived as threatening to 
the white majority. This majority benefitted from having an inferior and 
depressed minority in cheap domestic and service labor.11 He had three 
specific recommendations to help black economic development. first was 
capital accumulation through savings or loan-grants, with a matching 
arrangement a good possibility. Secondly, he supported technical progress 
with a mix of industrial activities, sponsored by government agencies and 
with research and development for innovative ideas. lastly, he wanted 
black entrepreneurs to have improved managerial skills and professional 
training.12 While he wrote on economic development, he was more 
pessimistic than Cross had been six years earlier on the possibility of capital 
accumulation and cash flow for black entrepreneurs. However, he brought 
in a historical perspective of racism and enforced segregation in enclaves 
and emphasized how black upward mobility threatened the white majority, 
later themes in the historiography.

By the 1980s, white backlash to affirmative action combined 
with an economic recession and Reaganomics to create a new political 
climate. The two writers from the decade took opposite stances on the 
same problems. in 1983, manning marable wrote from a radical socialist 
perspective and examined elements of both racism and support for 
black businesses. taking a more moderate perspective in 1984, Wayne 
J. Villemez and John J. Beggs looked at how black business in the wider 
community increased economic clout for blacks. after their respective 
works, scholarship on black capitalism dried up until the late 1990s. it was 

10.  Coles, 112.

11.  Coles, 134-44.

12.  Coles, 157-165.
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probably prudent to back away from a radical (and sometimes separatist) 
style of writing in the Reagan years, with a more conciliatory mainstream 
trend in the past decade for both writers and subject matter.

While manning marable defined himself as a socialist and used 
marxist terminology in his writings, he maintained an active and successful 
academic career at fisk University, Colgate University, ohio State 
University, and finally Columbia University, where he served as professor 
of political science, history, public affairs, and african-american studies.13 
His long-term interest in black radical politics earned him a posthumous 
Pulitzer Prize in History on april 16, 2012, for his biography of malcolm 
X.14 Using political and economic history, as well as race relations in his 
analysis, he examined white racism and capitalism in his 1983 book How 
Capitalism Underdeveloped Black america: Problems in Race, Political 
economy and Society. many whites thought democratic rights belonged 
to the white majority, with greatest opposition to black civil rights 
among rural farmers, laborers, and working class whites. on the other 
hand, industrialists, bankers, and established business owners denounced 
extremist tactics, as did upper-class religious groups like the Southern 
Presbyterians and methodists.15 marable saw white worker opposition as 
uniting the black movement toward a common goal of greater democracy; 
W. e. B. Du Bois regarded racism and capitalism as “inextricably tied 
together.”16

also important for the black movement were its two trends towards 
integration and black nationalism. However, the capitalism of making a 
profit was always a part of black consciousness: “The concept of ‘black 
capitalism’ provides one of the rare instances of ideological concensus [sic] 
among the fractious elements of the Black movement, from the period 

13.  William Grimes, “manning marable, Historian and Social Critic, Dies at 60,” New York Times  
   obituary, http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/02/arts/manning-marable-60-historian-and- 
   social-critic.html (accessed april 20, 2012).

14.  Washington Post, “late manning marable wins history Pulitzer; no fiction prize given for 1st  
   time in 35 years,” http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/late-manning-marable-wins-his 
   tory-pulitzer-no-fiction-prize-given-for-1st-time-in-35-years/2012/04/16/giQaxyQkmt_sto 
   ry.html (accessed april 20, 2012).

15.  manning marable, How Capitalism Underdeveloped Black America: Problems in Race, Political  
   Economy and Society (Boston: South end Press, 1983), 14.

16.  marable, 14-15.
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of antebellum slavery to the present.”17 Both Booker t. Washington (who 
favored racial accommodation) and marcus Garvey (a black nationalist 
leader) had detailed programs to help small black business owners. 
Separatists such as Roy innis of the Congress of Racial equality (CoRe) 
favored developing “a nation within a nation,” with blacks owning factories 
and providing jobs for the many unemployed blacks.18

marable looked at racial influences on economic history, with four 
principal vocations for what Du Bois called the black elite: politicians, 
educators, clergymen, and entrepreneurs.19 He dated black capitalism to a 
small black elite before the Civil War when wealthy blacks owned 
considerable property in cities such as Philadelphia, Cincinnati, New york 
City, and New orleans.20 This prosperity engendered certain risks in a racist 
system due to legal restrictions and refusal by whites to do business with 
blacks. as racial segregation advanced in the 1890s, black businesses that 
counted on white support disappeared, including barbers, caterers, tailors, 
butlers, blacksmiths, furniture makers, carpenters, and other skilled 
workers. instead, black consumers gave “self help” and racial uplift within 
the black community. as Jim Crow advanced, so did black capitalist success 
stories, assisted by the black press through both advertisement and 
encouragement.21 amazingly, marable noted the “Golden years” of black 
capitalism as the period between 1919-29, concurrent with the most 
extensive racial segregation. This was possible because independent black 

“ As Jim Crow advanced, so did 
black capitalist success stories”

entrepreneurs generally provided 
goods and services to an 
exclusively black consumer 
market. The market consisted of: 
“barbers and beauty parlors, 
laundries, restaurants, grocery 
stores, newspapers, shoeshine and 

shoe repair shops, automotive service and repair, funeral parlors, insurance 
companies and small banks.”22 Blacks gave services to other blacks in almost 

17.  marable, 138-39.

18.  marable, 139.

19.  marable, 138-39.

20.  marable, 140.

21.  marable, 143-45.

22.  marable, 146.
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every black neighborhood and town in the United States. This promoted 
black capitalism outside of the mainstream economic system.

as a later obstacle to black capitalism, marable noted the white 
interest in controlling the black consumer market and gaining the black 
dollar. Whites suddenly realized that this black market had become the 
ninth largest in the world by 1978 with goods and services totaling nearly 
$70 billion annually.23 This included credit agreements, since “black debts 
tend to increase with income.”24 The second problem was that desegregation 
paradoxically cut black business growth as white business attracted black 
customers and dollars.25 marable’s occasional marxist stridency masked a 
much deeper historical analysis as he traced black capitalism from before 
the Civil War through Jim Crow segregation to the modern consumerism 
of blacks in the middle class. He also correctly identified the decline of 
black capitalism despite growing black prosperity.

While marable was openly socialist in his orientation and 
pessimistic about black chances in america, Wayne J. Villemez and John J. 
Beggs looked at black progress within the american system. The difference 
in their analyses was somewhat reminiscent of the historic arguments 
between W. e. B. Du Bois and Booker t. Washington early in the twentieth 
century.26 employed in the Department of Sociology at the University of 
illinois at Chicago, Villemez and Beggs utilized a sociological perspective 
and believed that increased black affluence assisted both blacks and 
whites in their 1984 article “Black Capitalism and Black inequality: Some 
Sociological Considerations.” Black business and black entrepreneurial 
activity in cities strongly influenced the well-being of the black population 
in general. ministers in the 1930s had preached the “double-duty dollar” to 

23.  marable, 158.

24.  marable, 162.

25.  marable, 164.

26.  Gerald C. Hynes, “a Biographical Sketch of W.e.B. Du Bois,” http://www.duboislc.org/html/ 
   duboisbio.html (accessed april 12, 2012). Washington focused on working within the system  
   and making the best of things while Du Bois pushed for a more radical program of higher  
   education and civil rights. Their arguments deepened after a 1905 confrontation. Washington  
   was optimistic about progress in the United States; Du Bois was deeply concerned about 

    racism and lack of opportunity, and eventually left the United States for africa.
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support the themes of “buy black” and “don’t buy where you can’t work.”27 
Black economic “clout” reinforced this interaction as blacks joined the 
middle class.28 

according to Villemez and Beggs, black capitalism had four specific 
benefits: “enhanced group power, improved consumer welfare, increased 
black income, and reduction in black discontent (or increase in black 
pride).”29 also important were the skills and qualifications for increased job 
opportunity and decreased barriers to mobility.30 Their analysis showed the 
growing progress and economic power of blacks, without much attention 
to the negatives mentioned by marable. Villemez and Beggs focused on 
black progress in a contemporary focus, avoided deeper historical analysis, 
and utilized more sociological prognosis and economic statistics. They did 
succeed in bringing black self-help attitudes to the historiography.

The next author successfully took a balanced look at both radical 
and mainstream economic growth. after a long break in scholarship, Juliet 
e. K. Walker’s 1998 history of black business was by far the strongest 
analysis of the subject (updated in a 2009 edition). Her background as 
professor in history at the University of texas at austin and founder/
director of the Center for Black Business History, entrepreneurship, 
and technology gave her a unique perspective on black capitalism.31 She 
reviewed hundreds of primary and secondary sources and gave an excellent 
and insightful analysis regarding the roles of Black Power and the Nation of 
islam in provoking the federal government to start helping black businesses. 

Starting in pre-colonial africa, Walker described a wide-spread 
system of marketing and trade in africa in her 1998 book The History 
of Black Business in america: Capitalism, Race, entrepreneurship. 
When blacks came to the americas as slaves, they had long traditions 
as entrepreneurs and used these skills as artisans and farmers to build 
capital with which to buy freedom for themselves and their families. 

27.  Wayne J. Villemez and John J. Beggs, “Black Capitalism and Black inequality: Some Socio 
   logical Considerations,” Social Forces 63, 1 (Sept. 1984): 117, 119-20, http://www.jstor.org/ 
   stable/2578861 (accessed December 14, 2011). 

28.  Villemez and Beggs, 117.

29.  Villemez and Beggs, 123.

30.  Villemez and Beggs, 139.

31.  The University of texas at austin, “about Judith e. K. Walker,” http://www.utexas.edu/re 
   search/centerblackbusiness/about_jekw.htm (accessed april 20, 2012).
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Blacks succeeded best in service-sector businesses, but race and lack of 
capitalization determined the small nature of most black enterprises.32 

Walker outlined five patterns for black business activity: (1) legal 
restrictions discouraged black business activity; (2) whites attempted to 
take over successful businesses started by blacks, whether in the trades or in 
catering at hotels (both large sources of black income); (3) black modern 
businesses received only a limited part of black spending; (4) government 
affirmative action programs since the Civil Rights era gave limited 
assistance to black business for the first time, while white businesses always 
had this assistance; and (5) white racism plagued black business people 
in both private and public endeavors.33 Her main point was that blacks 
developed capital despite these problems. for successful businesses, blacks 
needed both national and international markets to overcome ongoing 
racism. What she called the “visible hand” of government could help gain 
international markets for successful black businesses.34

according to Walker, Black Power demands in the 1960s resulted 
in federal intervention to support black capitalism. The Small Business 
administration (SBa) and Department of Commerce minority business 
programs gave direct support to black businesses on a limited basis in the 
form of loans, grants, subsidies, procurement assistance, tax breaks, and 
loan guarantees. However, this support lasted less than a decade before 
white backlash led to protests of “preferential treatment” for blacks; this 
ignored the reality that most financial support went to white businesses.35 
Walker also documented support for black capitalism from the grass-roots 
level and national civil rights programs after the Harlem riots of 1964, the 
Watts riots of 1965, and the Chicago riots of 1966. leaders saw economic 
empowerment as crucial to black development; Stokely Carmichael called 
for Black Power and black capitalism in June 1966:

Directing business growth in the black community was considered 
the first step toward achieving a powerful black economic presence 
in the larger american economy. Black capitalism called for a 
new kind of social and economic contract among racial groups 

32.  Walker, xi, xvii.

33.  Walker, xxii-xxiii.

34.  Walker, xxii-xxv.

35.  Walker, 264-65.
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in america - one based on mutual self-interest rather than 
integration.36

as Walker pointed out, black capitalism served to give blacks some control 
over economic development where they lived. This included new resources 
for entrepreneurship.37

Walker noted the successful $80 million business empire of the 
Nation of islam in the 1960s. Such success remained invisible to white 
america, since black leaders became more separatist in their agendas and 
moved away from integration. The increasingly revolutionary rhetoric of 
groups like the Black Panthers challenged the anti-capitalistic stance of 
martin luther King Jr., forcing him to examine the plight of poor blacks 
in america. King preferred that blacks find employment in white corporate 
america, rather than build their own businesses because of the prevalence 
of racism. The Black Panther economic program included self-help 
activities such as free breakfasts, health clinics, and head-start educational 
programs.38

The success of these programs provoked Richard Nixon’s black 
capitalism proposals due to fear of radicalism and urban disorder.39 Nixon’s 
proposals in the 1968 political campaign were very similar to the program 
proposed by Senator Robert Kennedy in the same year. Nixon faced a 
choice between financial support for black businesses or resources to rebuild 
cities destroyed by riots, and he chose his black capitalism theme as the 
cheaper alternative. The Carter administration put teeth into helping 
black businesses with Public law 95-907 in 1978. apparently reporting 
while the law was under consideration, the Black Enterprise Business Report 
called it “one of the biggest leaps forward ever by government in the field 
of minority business development.”40 This law required sub-contracting to 
minority firms; however, charges of reverse discrimination removed blacks, 

36.  Walker, 271.

37.  Walker, 271.

38.  Walker, 272-3. 

39.  Walker, 274.

40.  “minority enterprise and the Carter administration,” Black Enterprise, June 1977: 85, as  
   quoted in Walker, 276. as a point of interest, black capitalism was probably helped most  
   by two southern white presidents: lyndon B. Johnson before the popularity of the concept,  
   and Jimmy Carter after Nixon’s presidency. This broke the stereotype of southern whites being  
   against progress by blacks.
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and contracts went to white firms as usual.
While looking at efforts in the 1990s to circumvent american 

racism and develop markets in africa for black business, Walker stayed 
within a historical perspective rather than moving to a more contemporary 
sociological analysis favored by many authors in this paper. Her focus 
remained on what had actually happened, rather than the sociological 
argument of what “should” happen to remedy problems except for 
international trade. trade missions to five continents increased american 
exports by twenty-six percent; black americans played an increasing role in 
shaping america’s international trade as a way to find purchasers for black 
products.41 Black businesses lost the earlier gains from federal assistance 
during Republican administrations starting with President Reagan, with 
limits on procurements and loan development. Walker’s conclusion was 
that: “if black business is to have a history beyond the twentieth century 
and to achieve competitive growth, it will require federal assistance, as 
much as the railroads did in nineteenth-century america and the aerospace 
and semiconductor industries in the twentieth century.”42 Walker rebutted 
white claims of preferential treatment by stating, “a better answer is that 
black american business should be provided federal support equal to that 
provided white american business;” one percent of businesses got eighty 
percent of the federal purchase dollar in the late 1990s.43 essentially, she 
corrected the record on what happened to black entrepreneurs compared to 
popular perceptions of reverse discrimination.

Walker raised the bar for historical analysis in this field, as 
evidenced by an explosion in scholarship on black capitalism in the past 
decade. first, enough time has passed since the resignation of Richard m. 
Nixon as President of the United States to take a second more balanced 
look at his record beyond the traumas of Vietnam and Watergate. He 
was the president who invested the heaviest in black capitalism, with 
mixed political motives that deserve a closer analysis. Secondly, despite a 
significant backlash from the white majority from the late 1960s through 
the 1980s, blacks made significant progress in education and economic 
success. 

The seven selections from the 2000s surpassed the four previous 

41.  Walker, 278.

42.  Walker, 294.

43.  Walker, 294.
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decades in total scholarship and reflected a shift from economic issues to a 
focus on black cultural identity and advancement. andrea Smith-Hunter 
gave a statistical analysis in 2006 of black women entrepreneurs. in 2007, 
Robert l. Boyd looked at black and white institutions of higher learning, 
with black southern schools highly successful in moving graduates into the 
black business elite. linwood tauheed gave an insightful analysis in 2008 
of the need for black leaders to support integration and avoid earlier radical 
styles of leadership. in the same year, Robert W. fairlie and alicia m. Robb 
examined both black and latino businesses and compared them to white 
and asian businesses. in a 2009 assessment of recent american presidents, 
Robert Weems looked at the role of Richard m. Nixon in supporting black 
capitalism and courting white voters based on their fears about blacks. He 
also gave a good historical analysis of how subsequent presidents handled 
black capitalism. David Goldberg and trevor Griffey edited a collection of 
monographs in 2010 on the negative impact of trade unions on affirmative 
action. in one of the monographs, Griffey showed that Nixon also courted 
traditionally Democratic votes as the “silent majority” in opposition to 
black progress.

in her 2006 book Women entrepreneurs across Racial lines: issues 
of Human Capital, financial Capital and Network Structures, andrea 
Smith-Hunter documented a significant contribution of black women to 
business success. an associate professor in marketing management at Siena 
College in loudonville, Ny, her methodology included marketing and 
the accumulation of capital, with an extensive search of census records. 
Smith-Hunter noted that blacks gave services to their own race from the 
1800s due to segregation practices, especially in personal services such as 
hairdressing, laundering, and dressmaking.44 another trend was the lower 
pay for these services: in 2003, compared to white males (100%), black 
men made 78.2%, white women 75.6%, and black women 65.4%.45 While 
there was less gain from these industries, they required less investment 
capital to start the businesses. 

another pattern was that women operated businesses as extensions 
of their own hobbies or their roles as homemakers, mothers, and wives; 

44.  andrea e. Smith-Hunter, Women Entrepreneurs Across Racial Lines: Issues of Human Capital,  
Financial Capital and Network Structures (Cheltenham, UK: edward elgar Publishing, 2006), 9.

45.  Smith-Hunter, 14.
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they essentially catered to the needs of other women.46 from the 2002 
U.S. Bureau of the Census, black women owned 365,110 firms (35% of 
black firms), employed nearly 200,000 employees (25% of workers), and 
generated almost $14.5 billion (15% of sales) for all black businesses. 
Women owned three types of businesses in terms of numbers: (1) service 
sector firms, (2) fire, insurance, and real estate businesses (called fiRe), and 
(3) retail trade.47 Smith-Hunter gave accurate contemporary description of 
the fields where black women succeeded in business, with more economic 
than historical analysis and extensive use of census records. She also looked 
at the patterns of networking in black communities that led to business 
success for women. Significant to the historiography of black capitalism was 
the much lower earning ratio she found for black female business owners 
compared to white males, black males, and white females.

from his position as associate Professor in the Sociology 
Department at mississippi State University, Robert l. Boyd had a long-
term interest in what he called the “Great migrations” of blacks from rural 
to urban environments in the early twentieth century and the changed 
character of black businesses and communities.48 Boyd looked at historically 
black colleges and universities (HBCUs) for business success in his 2007 
article “Historically Black Colleges and Universities and the Black Business 
elite.” These schools had a long record of moving people into the “black 
business elite,” particularly in southern states; this created a level of black 
capital for future investment and helped the economic and social progress 
of all blacks, due to their success.49 Research reported by Boyd followed 
two themes: self-employment for working-class and poor blacks to avoid 
not getting hired in other fields and a push from black leaders to encourage 
middle class businesses supported by black buyers. Their efforts fit the “self-
help” philosophy of Booker t. Washington to develop the jobs available in 
retail and personal services and gain economic resources.50

46.  Smith-Hunter, 14-15, 56.

47.  Smith-Hunter, 55, 154.

48.  mississippi State University, Department of Sociology, faculty, “Dr. Robert l. Boyd,” http://  
   www.sociology.msstate.edu/faculty/socfaculty/boyd.php (accessed april 21, 2012).

49.  Robert l. Boyd, “Historically Black Colleges and Universities and the Black Business elite,”  
   Sociological Perspectives 50, No. 4 (Winter 2007): 545, http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/ 
   sop.2007.50.4.545 (accessed December 14, 2011).

50.  Boyd, 545.
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Central to Boyd’s analysis was the method by which these schools 
promoted the rise of the black upper class. Boyd cited four factors: (1) 
a stepping-stone relationship between HBCUs and business success, 
particularly in the south even during Jim Crow segregation; (2) white 
schools as giving an increased success path in the mid to late twentieth 
century, with a growing number of blacks succeeding in predominantly 
white or racially mixed national consumer markets; (3) regional differences 
in educational paths, with black institutions playing a bigger part in the 
South as opposed to the North and West where blacks attended integrated 
schools; and (4) the outdated nature of the tradition of rare individual black 
success, with wide business success noted from black institutions of higher 
learning. He noted special efforts by the United Negro College fund, both 
black and white churches, and white charities to overcome discrimination 
in the South.51 His analysis provided a synthesis of the theories of Du Bois 
and Washington of attaining higher education and working within the 
system for black economic success. He added an interesting aspect to the 
study of black capitalism, ignored by earlier historians, of the success rates 
of black entrepreneurs in relationship to graduation rates from HBCUs.

linwood tauheed also documented the trend of blacks to work 
within the system in his 2008 article “Black Political economy in the 
21st Century: exploring the interface of economics and Black Studies 
- addressing the Challenge of Harold Cruse.” an assistant Professor in 
the economics Department at the University of missouri in Kansas City, 
tauheed focused on african american political economy and community 
economic development.52 He cited the book The Crisis of the Negro 
intellectual by Harold Cruse for five central patterns in the black economy: 
(1) black leaders wanted to be seen as integrationist and feared the label 
of separatist or nationalist, (2) the economic programs of Booker t. 
Washington and W. e. B. Du Bois remained central, (3) pressure from 
black communities affected white economic forces, (4) education and black 
group action were both important, and (5) a return of black profits built 

51.  Boyd, 557-59.

52.  University of missouri, Kansas City, Department of economics, faculty and Staff, http://cas. 
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future black economic growth in the community.53 of critical importance 
was the formation of black identity and perception of blacks by whites. 

further, tauheed saw an increased black middle class including 
civil service workers, teachers, and professionals who no longer lived in 
traditional black communities, which he called enclaves. Distinct from 
urban ghettos, enclaves had wide economic activities, diverse social class 
levels, both employers and employees living in the area, and shared more 
similarities with the inner city of Vienna, austria than a big city “ghetto.” 
Harold Cruse described this segregated system as a “partially autonomous 
economic system, constituting a distinct labor market . . . (and possibly 
also a consumer market) [that] supports ethnic businesses and helps them 
compete more successfully in the larger economic system.”54 tauheed rated 
these urban communities as becoming more ghetto-like since 1967 due to 
outward movement of the professional classes and loss of black businesses 
meeting black neighborhood needs.55 

tauheed’s work swung widely between historical analysis and 
sociological study. for example, he reviewed capitalist and marxist 
economic theories and then recommended practical applications for 
particular communities. While he saw common causal factors such as 
income inequality, racism, and discrimination, he rejected radical economic 
theory due to differences in black community life regionally and in city/
rural, North/South dichotomies.56 While his analysis was more sociological 
and contemporary than historical in focus, he gave valuable analysis of how 
the emerging black middle class left once functional enclaves and how this 
resulted in more ghetto-like conditions for blacks without the financial 
resources to leave.

Robert W. fairlie and alicia m. Robb used statistical analysis and 
census records to examine racial patterns of business success in their 2008 
book Race and entrepreneurial Success: Black-, asian-, and White-owned 
Businesses in the United States. from the 2006b Census reports, they noted 

53.  linwood f. tauheed, “Black Political economy in the 21st Century: exploring the interface  
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55.  tauheed, 727.
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lower profits and higher failure rates for black and latino firms with less 
sales, smaller payrolls, and fewer employees compared to white and asian 
firms.57 This correlated with lower wealth for minorities and less collateral 
for business loans. education at the college level was another discrepancy, 
except for asians who had even higher graduation rates than whites.58 lack 
of start-up capital was the most important factor affecting black business 
performance, with evidence pointing to continued discrimination in bank 
lending to black businesses. another contributing factor was the lack of 
a successful family tradition of business ownership, with fewer blacks 
taking over successful businesses from their parents than among whites and 
asians.59 Choice of business also affected success, as retail and the service 
industry had a high business failure rate.60

at the time fairlie and Robb both worked from the economics 
Department at the University of California, Santa Cruz as a professor 
and research associate, respectively.61 They examined over five hundred 
nonprofit organizations assisting minority entrepreneurship, as well 
as micro-enterprise training, loans, and assistance from the federal 
Department of labor and Small Business administration. Better access 
to financial capital was one type of program; another type was affirmative 
action contracting and procurement (with increases through the late 1970s 
and 1980s). Set-aside contracting seemed to help minority businesses at a 
rate of five to fifteen percent of total contracting, primarily in construction. 
The authors recommended programs to improve the performance of 
existing minority business owners, not just programs to start new firms. 
They mentioned lack of family experience as hampering future owners; 
potential remedies included relevant work experience and mentoring 
programs along with apprenticeship training and hands-on experience.62 
fairlie and Robb’s focus was descriptive, more sociological than historical, 
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and they gave solutions rather than analysis. However, they added material 
on family-type businesses to the historiography, as well as the efforts of 
nonprofit organizations to assist minority businesses.

in his 2009 book Business in Black and White: american Presidents 
& Black entrepreneurs in the twentieth Century, Robert e. Weems, Jr. 
examined initiatives supported by american presidents and designed to 
help african americans gain full participation in the american economy. 
He specialized in african american history and economic development 
in the History Department at the University of missouri-Columbia, with 
several other publications on black businesses.63 one focus was on the 
traditional suspicion of the black community in taking white assistance, 
showing that “self-help” and initiatives from african americans themselves 
had better chances of success. Weems also connected black capitalism with 
calming the Black Power movement of the late 1960s; both conservative 
and liberal presidents supported the concept because of its emphasis on 
black self-help and economic development. President Richard Nixon had 
the strongest link to black capitalism, with a pragmatic connection of black 
civil rights and national security.64 

Characterizing Nixon as “machiavellian,” Weems described 
Nixon’s political overtures to blacks through black capitalism all the while 
reaching out to southern whites. Secretly using Black Power advocates 
floyd mcKissick and Roy innis, Nixon connected black racial pride and 
self-development with free enterprise to gain “domestic détente.” at the 
same time, he courted white voters with the “law and order” theme directed 
at racial insecurities about blacks.65 He gained Republican votes from 
“conservative first- and second-generation european immigrants, southern 
whites, and white suburbanites” in a “new popular majority” causing a 
deliberate racial split in voting.66 This pattern of racial sensitivities has 
prevailed with later presidents as well. on January 25, 2012, columnist 
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leonard Pitts Jr. of the Miami Herald rated Newt Gingrich’s comments 
on Barack obama as being an appeal to racists; Gingrich called obama 
“america’s best ‘food stamp president,’” with the code being “elect me and 
i will get these black people’s hands out of your pocket.”67 further examples 
were Ronald Reagan’s objection to “welfare queens” as code for “i will stop 
these lazy black women from living high on your tax dollars,” and George 
H. W. Bush’s use of Willie Horton as a code for “elect me or this scary 
black man will get you.”68

The 1968 Presidential campaign was a crucial turning point 
for black involvement in both politics and capitalism. all of the major 
candidates supported black economic development in the primaries after 
severe unrest in cities and on university campuses about civil rights and the 
Vietnam War. many poor/minorities were drafted into the war, while white 
college students got deferments. after the assassination of the front-running 
Democratic candidate Robert f. Kennedy on June 4, 1968, Vice President 
Hubert Humphrey had trouble shaking his association with President 
lyndon B. Johnson’s Vietnam War. Both parties promised community 
development spending; Nixon delivered his promises on this score after the 
election.69 

Weem’s book delineated historical splits between african americans 
themselves on how to assist black business owners. amazingly, despite 
many public disagreements about civil rights and black political activity, 
W. e. B. Du Bois and Booker t. Washington agreed on black business 
development as important for black self-help and progress. together they 
convened the 1898 “Negro in Business” conference at atlantic University. 
Their agreement helped stimulate an increase in black businesses and 
the government’s interest in assisting black entrepreneurs.70 Weems 
documented many programs from the 1920s through the 1990s, with both 
successes and failures. However, white scams using blacks as front men 
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made for better reading than success stories. Blacks lacked both managerial 
skills and capital. one tactic that worked well was getting large franchises 
to open new businesses with black managers, although training varied. 

Weems also traced how white businesses got an increasing share of 
black business with integration. as integration progressed, whites realized 
the economic potential of the black market and quickly moved to pick up 
black clients. Paradoxically, segregation was better for all black businesses, 
especially in the service industries, mortuaries, and insurance companies. 
While blacks bought services from white businesses, whites remained 

“ Paradoxically, segregation was 
better for all black businesses”

hesitant to buy from all-black 
franchises. african american 
insurance companies dated back 
to Philadelphia’s free african 
Society in 1787 and provided a 
“cornerstone for black economic 
development.”71 Reflecting 
cumulative earlier losses, the 

period between 1989 and 1999 showed the largest closure of businesses; 
black insurance companies declined from thirty-one to ten, a “virtual 
bloodbath” according to the magazine Black enterprise.72 Weems 
concluded that integration had a severely negative impact on black 
businesses. While whites captured black consumers, whites hesitated to 
purchase services from all-black businesses, which lost their share of the 
market and closed.73 Weems had the strongest scholarship in the 
historiography after Juliet Walker and gave a solid historical account of how 
presidential policies affected black capitalism and advancement.

looking specifically at the construction industry, David Goldberg 
and trevor Griffey edited a series of monographs in their 2010 book 
Black Power at Work: Community Control, affirmative action, and the 
Construction industry. Goldberg was an established professor in the liberal 
arts and Sciences Department at Wayne State University in Detroit, mi, 
and focused on Black Power and civil rights.74 This was an interesting 
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collaboration with graduate student trevor Griffey who as a PhD candidate 
in U. S. History co-founded and served as project coordinator for the 
Seattle Civil Rights and labor History Project.75 Their focus was on labor 
and race relations from both historical and political perspectives. They 
traced discriminatory housing and construction policies after World War 
ii, with wealth accumulation and new home ownership benefitting the 
white, suburban middle class. trapped in low paying industrial jobs with 
little chance of advancing into management, blacks suffered increased 
unemployment despite a postwar boom. in april 1963, radicalized 
activists in Philadelphia challenged the racism of the construction industry, 
transformed the northern civil rights movement, and launched a six year 
push for “affirmative action from below” firmly rooted in “Black Power and 
community control politics.” This was a central cause of the “Negro Revolt 
of 1963” with mainline civil rights organizations turning away from federal 
programs and toward community efforts.76

Unions had no prohibition against racism and had already excluded 
domestic and farm laborers (which included two-thirds of that era’s black 
workers). Through affirmative action, minorities and women entered the 
building trades and also sparked a backlash from the white working class 
toward both black civil rights and increased rights for women of all races.77 
Specific chapters covered the revolts in Brooklyn, Newark, the California 
Bay area, Detroit, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Seattle. other chapters 
included the next article by trevor Griffey.

trevor Griffey told a different civil rights story in “The Blacks 
Should Not Be administering the Philadelphia Plan: Nixon, the Hard 
Hats, and ‘Voluntary’ affirmative action.” Griffey documented how labor 
unions limited the effectiveness of the federal government in enforcing 
civil rights laws long before the white backlash in the 1980s and 1990s He 
looked at President Nixon’s choices in backing affirmative action; initially, 
Nixon ignored the Democratic trade unions, but when they supported his 
Vietnam War policies, Nixon started playing to the “silent majority” and 
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reconciled the “hard hats” to the Republican Party on a racial basis.78

Goldberg and Griffey concluded with an excellent analysis of 
white male identity politics in labor unions and the building trades and 
the trade-offs that black community activists paid to gain needed urban 
redevelopment money. Nixon quietly started cutting earlier model Cities 
and Great Society programs in the early 1970s. He also fragmented 
the Black Power movement by appealing to its more business-oriented 
and conservative sections through his endorsement of black capitalism. 
from a good start, politics descended into a forty-year “political, moral 
and spiritual ice age,” with black workers in blue-collar and service jobs 
having fewer resources as jobs moved away to developing nations.79 The 
authors noted federal stimulus package money and “green technology” as 
currently offering hope for black businesses due to being more inclusive in 
opportunity to communities of color, women, and low-income workers.80 
They added material on labor unions and the “Negro Revolt of 1963” 
neglected by other writers.

The historiography of black capitalism revealed many common 
themes over the five decades of review. While black businesses suffered from 
lack of capitalization, family business tradition, and managerial expertise, 
they also lost black business with integration due to white hesitancy to use 
black firms and lack of hesitancy to take over traditionally black areas of 
service. White backlash started in the construction trades long before the 
re-entrenchment of the Reagan years almost hysterically ignored the still 
overwhelming white dominance of business contracts while ignoring the 
very real threat of outsources to developing nations. The once vibrant black 
community radicalism gave way to more conservative integration strategies 
as the entire society swung into a forty-year cycle of lesser resources and 
willingness to help. 

Despite these setbacks, blacks achieved notable social and political 
advancement, much like in slave times when they braved severe hardship to 
amass the capital to buy freedom for family members. international trade, 
federal stimulus funds, and the “green economy” offered more recent hope 
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for inclusiveness for a wide range of individuals left out from the white 
economic success of the quite selfish “silent majority.” The historiography 
detailed both progress and still existing problems, with a larger black 
middle class leaving traditional black enclaves and providing challenges for 
black businesses seeking to build a wider clientele. 

in terms of historical scholarship, authors started from an economic 
and sociological perspective in the 1960s and 1970s and focused on 
cash systems and economic disadvantage. The 1980s saw both a radical 
perspective about the Reaganomics that lowered government assistance 
and increasing prosperity within the system. Showing the value of a 
thorough historical review of black capitalism in 1998, Judith e. K. Walker 
stimulated further writers, with more scholarship in the past decade than 
in four prior decades. The sophisticated analyses of Walker, Robert e. 
Weems Jr., David Goldberg, and trevor Griffey in the past fifteen years 
have reflected the increasing historical, economic, and political status of 
blacks, climaxing in the election of the first black president Barack obama 
in 2008. 

instead of focusing on economic issues, recent writers have depicted 
black capitalism as an identity issue with blacks perceived as capable 
of success both in business and politics. These writers have combined 
historical analysis with statistics, sociology, and economics for a more 
accurate historical perspective, with less contemporary focus on immediate 
remedies. earlier swings in the historiography between radicalism and 
belief in the system reflected the arguments of W.e.B. Du Bois and Booker 
t. Washington. Recent scholarship addresses both arguments and has less 
radical language, possibly because many blacks have achieved a level of civil 
rights and higher education once thought to be beyond possibility in the 
United States. 


